
   
 

Chapter Books (J) 
Applegate, Katherine.  The One and Only Ivan. 
When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant that has been 
added to the mall, he decides that he must find her a better life. 

 
Baker, Kim.  Pickle: the (Formerly) Anonymous Prank Club of Fountain Point Middle School. 
Using a bogus name, the League of Pickle Makers, sixth-grader Ben and three recruits start a prank-pulling club and receive funding 
from their middle school's PTA. 
 

Balliett, Blue.  Hold Fast. 
On a cold winter day in Chicago, Early's father disappeared, and now she, her mother and her brother have been forced to flee their 
apartment and join the ranks of the homeless--and it is up to Early to hold her family together and solve the mystery surrounding 
her father. 
 

Beaty, Andrea. Dorko the Magnificent.  
Robbie Darko is an old-school, pull-a-rabbit-out-of-your-hat-style magician, but despite his best efforts, something always goes 
wrong with his tricks until crotchety Grandma Melvyn moves in and teaches him something about the true meaning of magic. 
 

Cavanaugh, Nancy J.  This Journal Belongs to Ratchet. 
Homeschooled by her mechanic-environmentalist father, eleven-year-old Rachel "Ratchet" Vance records her efforts to make 
friends, save a park, remember her mother, and find her own definition of "normal." 
 

De Lint, Charles.  The Cats of Tanglewood Forest. 
Twelve-year-old Lillian, an orphan who loves roaming the woods looking for fairies when her chores are done, is bitten by a deadly 
snake and saved through the magical forest creatures. 
 

Evans, Lissa.  Horten’s Miraculous Mechanisms: Magic, Mystery & a Very Strange Adventure. 
As if being small and having S. Horten as his name isn't bad enough, now 10-year-old Stuart is forced to move far away from all his 
friends. But on his very first day in his new home, Stuart's swept up in an extraordinary adventure: the quest to find his great-uncle 
Tony--a famous magician who literally disappeared off the face of the earth--and Tony's marvelous, long-lost workshop. 

 
Forward, Toby.  Dragonborn. 
The great wizard Flaxfield's death leaves his twelve-year-old apprentice Sam half-trained, but when other wizards gather and debate 
his fate Sam, not knowing whom to trust, leaves with only his dragon, Starback, for company, unaware of the perils he must face. 
 

Korman, Gordon.  Ungifted. 
Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special program 
for gifted and talented students, after pulling a major prank at middle school. 
 

Lerangis, Peter.  The Colossus Rises. 
 Jack, Marco, Aly, and Cass begin a quest to find seven pieces of Atlantis' power that were hidden long ago and that will, if returned 
to Atlantis, save them from certain death due to the genetic abnormality that also gives them superior abilities. 
 

Nesbet, Anne.  Cabinet of Earths. 
Maya, in Paris with her family for a year, lands in the middle of the mysterious La Societé's quest for immortality when the magical 
Cabinet of Earths chooses her as its next Keeper, promising to restore her mother's health. 
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Rex, Adam.  Cold Cereal. 
A boy who may be part changeling, twins involved in a bizarre secret experiment, and a clurichaun in a red tracksuit try to save the 
world from an evil cereal company whose ultimate goal is world domination. 
 

Ritter, John H.  Fenway Fever. 
Alfredo "Stats" Pagano and Boston Red Sox pitcher Billee Orbitt work together to break a potential curse at Fenway Park. 

 
Sherry, Maureen.  Walls within Walls. 
When the Smithfork family moves into a lavish Manhattan apartment building, they discover clues to a decades-old mystery hidden 
behind the walls of their new home. 

 
Vande Velde, Vivian.  Frogged. 
When almost-thirteen-year-old Princess Imogene is turned into a frog, she puts into practice lessons from the book, The Art of Being 
a Princess, as she tries to become her less-than-perfect self again. 
 

Vaughan, M. M.  The Ability. 
While Chris and five other twelve-year-olds learn to make the most of their mental abilities in a secret, government-run school last 
used in 1977, twins Ernest and Mort are studying under someone with much more sinister motives. 

 
Young, Karen Romano.  Doodlbug: a Novel in Doodles. 
Moving is tough. But the hardest thing of all about the move that Doreen "Dodo" Bussey's family is making is that she suspects it 
might be because of her. Her mother gives Dodo a blank notebook, which she uses to chronicle the move and the first days in a new 
city. 
 

Chapter Book Series (J) 
Grabenstein, Chris. Riley Mack and the Other Known Troublemakers.  (Riley Mack) 
Eleven-year-old Riley Mack and his friends, Briana, Mongo, Jake and Jamal outwit the school bully, solve the mystery of who stole 

the goldendoodle named Poodle, and get evidence to help the FBI catch bank robbers. 
 
Greenwald, Tommy.  Charlie Joe Jackson’s Guide to Summer Vacation.  (Charlie Joe Jackson) 
Charlie Joe Jackson is back and he's at academic summer camp trying to convert all the other kids to non-academics. 
 

Johnson-Shelton, Nils. The Invisible Tower. (Otherworld Chronicles) 
A twelve-year-old boy learns that he is actually King Arthur brought back to life in the twenty-first century--and that the fate of the 
universe rests in his hands. 

 
Non-Fiction 
Hearst, Michael.  Unusual Creatures: A Mostly Accurate of Some of Earth’s Strangest Animals. 
This book introduces the reader to a wealth of extraordinary life forms. From the top of Mt. Everest to 10,000 feet under the sea, 
fascinating animals are everywhere. A basilisk that can run on water, an octopus that can mimic other animals, a fish that defends 

itself with slime and ties itself in a knot to wipe the slime away ... plus dozens more! (509 He) 
 
Johnson, Rebecca L.  Zombie Makers: True Stories of Nature’s Undead. 
Examines real-life accounts of zombies in nature, including a fly-enslaving fungus, a suicide worm, and a cockroach-taming wasp, and 

related topics.  (578.65 Jo) 
 
National Geographic Society.  Xtreme Illusions.  
Seeing is believing. But what if you simply can't believe your eyes? Dive into another dimension and experience the eye-boggling and 
brain-twisting extremes of these awesome optical illusions. This mind-bending collection of visual puzzles will amaze your friends, 

mystify your family and even blow your own mind!   (152.148 Na)    
 
Wrigley, Annabel.  We Love to Sew: 28 Pretty Things to Make. 
Aspiring seamstress will quickly learn a variety of sewing skills. Each project showcases a fresh, modern style and is fully explained 

with step-by-step instructions, engaging photographs, and helpful tips.  (646.2 Wr) 
 


